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2007 2008 2009 2010

Parking study completed by City of 
Bellingham Planning and Community 
Development Department found that 
parking around fountain plaza was 
consistently used and provided over 
flow parking for nearby businesses.

Neighbors and business owners from 
three surrounding neighborhoods 
Columbia, Cornwall Park, and 
Lettered  Streets began developing 
a vision for the future of the 
Fountain District as an urban village. 
Concurrently, The ReStore initiated 
a public process to plan for the 
revitalization of Fountain Plaza.

Fountain District Urban Village Subarea 
Plan defines Fountain Plaza Park as a 
public square of the fountain district, 
and notes that it needs improvements

Mid December - 30% design complete - 
public online survey to provide feedback 

October - Kick-off of Fountain Plaza Design project

November 14 - Public Open House

Early April - Construction documents complete

Early June - Construction begins

September - Construction completed

No major advancements made during this time.

First Fountain Plaza 
design developed. 

2011 - 2017

2018 2019

TIMELINE
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existing utility pole
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low planting

fountain

overhead festival lighting

Diamond Jim’s Grill

The RE Store

raised planter, typ

keep existing parking

existing tree
(concept can be modified to 

remove or replace tree)

seating / stage 

crosswalk enhancements
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existing utility pole

bus stop shelter

keep existing parking

fountain

seat wall with integrated 
lighting, typ 

radial paving pattern
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low planting

Diamond Jim’s Grill

The RE Store

raised planter, typ

crosswalk enhancements
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multiple spouts 

arched inward jets with center jet

multiple runnels

vertical jets with center jet

basketweave jet pattern

single large runnel

multiple jets

jets with runnels

arched inward jets

FOUNTAIN
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Which of these fountain types and styles 
do you prefer? (Choose two)



integrated - wood slats

integrated - wood beams
independent - stacked wood squares

integrated - around trees

independent - colorful

integrated - concrete, linear

integrated - concrete, curved

independent - wood and metal

integrated - geometric

independent - playful shape

integrated - wood and metal

independent - metal

SEATING
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Which of these seating types and styles 
do you prefer? (Choose two)



festival lighting - linear

multi-head pole light

seat lighting
seat lighting - accent

seatwall lighting - paneled

festival lighting - radial

historic pole light

seasonal lighting
tree uplighting

LIGHTING
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Which of these lighting types do you 
prefer? (Choose two)



utility box mural

painted concrete pavement

etched text

abstract pavement etching

in-ground mosaic

mosaic tiling on vertical site element

painted utility pole with text

in-ground compass

in-ground metal letters

etched vertical

art integration with fountain

in-ground interpretive

PUBLIC ART
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Which of these public art types and 
styles do you prefer? (Choose two)



contemporary, wood and metal

WTA - standard

integrated public art

historic interpretive paneling

WTA - double sided

double sided

green roof

curved

BUS SHELTER
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Which of these bus shelter styles do 
you prefer? (Choose two)



PLAZA PRIORITIES
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higher priority

A new fountain will be included as part of the plaza redesign. Other amenities you’ve seen 
like lighting, public art, and seating will be included. As budget allows, these amenities 
could be enhanced beyond typical standards. If you had to prioritize funding to enhance 
these amenities, how would you rank them in order of higher to lower priority? 

lower priority

LIGHTING

PUBLIC ART

BUS SHELTER

SEATING


